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1. Call to Order 
Barbara Dennis chaired the discussion. Call participants included Joan Evans 
(Infineum); Lew Williams, Chris Castanian and Gail Evans (Lubrizol); Dan Dotson and 
Thom Smith (Valvoline); Steve Tarbox and Clarence McCollum (ConocoPhillips); Tom 
Olszewski (ExxonMobil); Luc Girard (PetroCanada); West Alexander and Matthew 
Ansari (Chevron); Jerry Wang (Oronite); Kevin Ferrick and Dennis Bachelder (API); 
Steve Herzog (Evonik-Rohmax); Dan Pridemore (Afton); and Larry Kuntschik (ILMA). 
 
2. April 18 ILSAC/Oil Agenda and Marked-up Draft GF-5 Specification 
Committee members offered comments and suggestions on the marked-up version of 
the draft GF-5 specification (see Attachment 1): 

 No members objected to ILSAC’s proposal to substitute “spark-ignited internal 
combustion engines” for “gasoline-fueled passenger car engine oils” in the 
preamble. 

 Many questioned why ILSAC added the sentence: “Performance parameters other 
than those covered by the tests included or more stringent limits on those tests 
included in this standard may be required by individual OEMs.” The Oil-side reps 
were instructed to ask ILSAC why they proposed the change. 

 During a review of the proposed GF-5 tests, members noted that ILSAC should be 
reminded of the three equally important needs expressed in the approved GF-5 
needs statement: fuel economy and fuel economy retention, engine oil robustness, 
and protection of emission control systems. To bring this concern to the attention of 
ILSAC, call participants suggested the following statement be added to the draft 
specification: “Final approval of the tests and limits proposed for the GF-5 
specification will depend on whether balance is achieved among three equally 
important needs: fuel economy and fuel economy retention, engine oil robustness, 
and protection of emission control systems.” Kevin Ferrick agreed to add the 
statement to the draft specification document. 

 Members reviewed the data on sulfur levels in licensed 10W-30 formulations 
prepared by API (see Attachment 2) and then discussed whether Oil-side should 
accept ILSAC’s request for a 0.5 sulfur maximum for 10W-30 GF-5 oils. However, no 
agreement was reached. Some suggested the issue be revisited after ILSAC 
responds to Oil-side’s request to retain the 0.7 sulfur maximum now in place for GF-
4. The discussion closed with a decision to wait for the ILSAC response to Oil-side’s 
0.7 proposal. 

 Several members suggested that the Oil-side reps ask ILSAC to explain why five 
seal materials are part of the specification. 



 Call participants discussed the plan outlined by ACC to address limits proposed for 
seals (see Attachment 3). After reviewing the plan, a motion was made, seconded 
and unanimously approved to forward the plan to ILSAC. 

 ACC noted that the proposed seals task force will need an oil marketer rep. Barbara 
Dennis asked oil marketer members of the Lubricants Committee to consider 
possible candidates. 

 Oil-side reps should suggest to ILSAC that the following sentence be added to the 
GF-5 preamble: “It is the intent that this specification will cover the minimum needs 
for a majority of vehicles.” 

 
ACTIONS: 

 The Oil-side reps will ask ILSAC why they added the sentence noted in the 
second bullet above. 

 Kevin Ferrick will add the statement in the third bullet to the draft GF-5 
specification. 

 Oil-side reps will ask ILSAC why it included five seal materials in the GF-5 
specification. 

 Kevin Ferrick will forward the seals plan to ILSAC for review at the April 18 
ILSAC/Oil meeting.  

 Oil marketer members of the Lubricants Committee should consider potential 
candidates for membership on the seals task force. 

 
3. Organization Positions on GF-5 
Barbara Dennis reminded call participants that the stakeholder groups on the ILSAC/Oil 
Committee will eventually need to take a position on GF-5. Any decision now would be 
premature, but Lubricants Committee companies should begin discussions internally in 
preparation for the future debate. 
 
ACC representatives suggested that API consider using a survey now being prepared 
by ACC to measure anonymously oil marketers’ stance on GF-5.  A copy of this survey 
will be provided to API for consideration. 
 
ACTION: ACC will provide API with a copy of the survey it plans to use to 
measure its members’ stance on GF-5. 
 
4. Use of the Administrative Guidance Panel (AGP) 
Barbara Dennis noted that the AGP would be a resource if discussions on GF-5 reach 
an impasse. 
 
5. Next Meetings 
The Lubricants Committee will hold its Spring Standards and Business Meetings on 
May 28 in Houston. Additionally, oil-marketer members of the committee should plan to 
meet the afternoon of May 27. 
 


